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Black History Month in February 2022 will provide an opportunity to
recognize the important contributions of Black Canadians and their
communities across Canada. This special feature will celebrate the legacy
of Black leaders and their allies as well as explore how embracing
innovation, resilience and togetherness can allow create stronger
outcomes.
Proposed topic highlights:

LEADERSHIP – The contributions of leading advocates, organizations and
initiatives towards creating a more equitable society.
REFLECTION & ACTION – How historic reflection can lead to progressive
action.
EDUCATION – Efforts for advancing a more inclusive and diverse Canada.
All this and more in this report!
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Black History Month
Respecting individual differences boosts society’s value and strength
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FROM
RESEARCH
TO IMPACT
business is the engine
S mall
of the Canadian economy,
employing almost 70 per cent of
private-sector workers. When small
businesses fail, our shared economy
falters too.
Under normal circumstances, only
half will survive to a sixth anniversary and, too often, the reasons
have nothing to do with anything
Canadians might consider fair. Borrowing ability and access to essential
resources such as capital, markets
and supportive networks are not
distributed equitably.
It’s no secret that COVID has
devastated small business, hitting
some sectors, like services and retail,
harder than others. Smaller, newer
and under-financed companies
are particularly vulnerable. But the
impact on Black-owned businesses
is far worse.
A study led by the Black Business
Professionals Association (BBPA)
surveyed its members and compared the results to a survey by the

All small businesses
are hurting, but the
extent of the impact
on Black women, on
Indigenous women,
on women with
disabilities and so on,
is just heartbreaking.
Nadine Spencer

President of the Black Business
Professionals Association and
founder of BrandEQ

designed for them, for books and
toys that their children could identify
with, for services tailored to the
needs of their community – along
with competing across virtually every
sector.”
“All small businesses are hurting,
but the extent of the impact on Black
women, on Indigenous women,
on women with disabilities and so
on, is just heartbreaking,” says Ms.
Spencer.
Ms. Spencer is the instructor of the
BBPA Boss Women Entrepreneurship
Training program and reports that,
in the second week of the program,
white supremacists hacked the
group’s Zoom call, joining the meeting with swastikas in the background
to call the women present horrific racist epithets. “It was an awful
experience, and we all felt violated,
particularly because we were in what
we imagined was a safe space,” she
says. “But I’ve been inspired by the
resilience of these women. We kept
coming back, every single week.
We’re now in week three of cohort
three, and we have 115 women in the
program.”
Access to financing is also essential
to recovery, and the program works
to help women overcome the

